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Meeting Minutes March 10, 2020 and April 1 2020 
 

 
 

Male Voice (almost inaudible [Santiago Maestas?]): I have done that for 35 years 

  

 Santiago Maestas: Santiago Maestas. I’m with the Parjarito Acequia. President of 

uh the South Valley regional association 

 

Female Voice: You’ll got to talk up the.... air is loud and I can barely hear you 

 

Female Voice 2: Use your outside voice 

 

(Females Laughing) 

 

Santiago Maestas: Sorry. Santiago Maestas. Pajarito Acequia. Uh I’ve been there 

since 1973 irrigating with the Pajarito. n President of the South Valley Regional 

Association of Acequia 

 

Angelina Giraudo: I’m uh Angelina Giraudo and I’m one of the applicants that’s 

going to talk about the other day (or “here today” mumbles) 

 

Kim Frasier: I’m Kim Fraser. And I’m a water rights consultant 

 

Dianne McDermott: I’m Diane McDermott and I’m one of the applicants. And I 

Know, I Know this guy. 

 

Steve Giraudo: (laughs) I’m Steve Giraudo, and I live on Michelle, right next to 

Meadow  and uh 

 

Male Voice: I’ve never met you before.  

 

Steve Giraudo:  I’ve lived there for 30 years.  

 

MV: Hi 

 

MV2: Yeah 

 

Steve Giraudo:  I know. I’ve seen you too 

 

Steve Giraudo:  Oh did we? 
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Male Voice 2: I’ve met you before. You were hitting golf balls into my (Inaudible 

word) (laughs) You don’t do that anymore. Thank you 

 

Marsha Menendez: Alright my name is Marsha Menendez. I live on Wild Street 

and we have a little farm, we irrigate 5 acres. Um, off of the Arenal 

 

Pablo Lopez: I’m  Pablo Lopez, one of the commissioners on the Arenal Acequia. I 

live on Five Points… right down the street from Holy Family Church. Hopefully 

that helps me now. Let’s get everybody introduced and we get… 

 

MV: I’m (inaudible) on the Arenal... I live over there… Have a small  acre and… 

 
(0:02:00) 

 

Andrea La Cruz Crawford: Ok I’m Andrea La Cruz Crawford, I’m an attorney 

with the… 

 

“Speak up please” 

 

 Andrea La Cruz Crawford: My name is Andrea Le Cruz Crawford, I am an 

attorney, um  I’m contracted with the  New Mexico Acequia Association to help 

advise with open meetings act compliance for this meeting 

 

Ray Torrez Ford: I’m Ray Torrez Ford but I go by Ray Torrez and I live on (?) 

Road and  my family has been there since 1946 at 2331 they expanded in ’76 23 

and in 1996 purchases 2336. And I have.?. That I won… 

 

Manuel Vaqueta: My name is Manuel Vaqueta. I live off of Shipmen. I irrigated a 

little over an acre…from the… 

 

Albert Sanchez: My name is Albert Sanchez. I live there over there on Five Points 

and the Atrisco Ditch. I’m one of the commissioners of the Atrisco Acequia. Today 

I turned the water on… good… so that was kind of neat 

 

Rudy Trianna: My name is Rudy Trianna and I live on Blake and Tapia and I 

irrigate like one to two acres 

 

 Andrea Lopez: Andrea Lopez and I live here on Five Points. I’m married to Pablo 
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Virginia Necochea: Virginia Necochea, and I’m the director of the Center for 

Social Sustainable Systems, CESSO and we are a small local non-profit that 

focuses on land and water traditions and especially urban Acequia 

 

Pablo Lopez: Ok ah, do you have the water application? 

 

Petitioner Diane: Can I explain something? Um. As you know we submitted 

applications to the state engineer. First of all my fathers, my grandfathers 

purchased the land in 1934, 13 acres. And uh it’s down to us now which is about a 

little less then 4 acres which we irrigate. Um on our father declaration it had 

Pajarito lateral as the ditch and uh I think, I’m not sure but Kim Fraser had put on 

the Application Arenal Acequia. Um I spoke to Elianna Cambola at the state 

engineer’s office and she said that the state engineer makes no determination or 

verifies anything. They take the information strictly from the application for the 

add, she wrote the add. Elianna Cambola. Even though our declaration says 

Pajarito lateral. I spoke to her supervisor, uh Sharron Kendal and she said, she said, 

she verified that, that’s correct, they only take information off the application. And 

Sharon said they have no information that would indicated that we’re on the Arenal 

Acequia. So, I asked her should we come tonight with applications because that’s 

what they’re asking of us and she said no, don’t do that. So we’re here for then is 

to hear from you and clarify how it is that we’re part of your community Acequia. 

Because we’ve never heard of you. Which doesn’t mean anything, but we’ve never 

heard of you. Uh I’m noticing your bylaws it says there are fees and dues, and 

we’ve never paid any. We paid to MRGCD. So we were thinking we were 

constituents of  MRGCD. So that’s the first thing we’d like to understand. Is how 

we are a part of Arenal Acequia? And I think that’s the first thing we’d like to 

understand. 

 

 

Male Voice A: I think I can give some insight into that. I’m a geologist, I’ve done 

extensive water rights issues over the years. Not my main profession but I have 

done water rights. Arenal is the predecessor of Pajarito Lateral. When your father 

bought the land. I live on the Gabaldon land, which is just north, I own a 

significant part of the old Gabaldon land. Um We irrigated, that irrigation came off 

the that off of  the Arenal Acequia. In 1934 the conservancy district came in and 

drained the valley and at that time they established the Pajarito Lateral which 

comes off the Arenal canal and comes East from the Arenal Canal and come into 

the Arenal Acequia at Don Andres and the Ditch. And that’s where it joins the old 

Arenal Acequia which is a diversion from  Andrestua north of Central road. So 

historically your father irrigated, or, well you said he bought the land in 1934 
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Female Voice A and Male voice: -Grandfather 

 

Male Voice A: So it’s not Joe 

 

Male Voice: No Joe’s father 

 

Female Voice A: No Joe inherited it from, it was Mike 

 

Male Voice A: ok so it was Joe’s father that bought that land. So I don’t, because 

he bought the land in 1934. He probably bought that land because they drained the 

valley and your land became irritable at that time or shortly there after 

 

Female Voice A: well actually, see the man who owned the land was before my 

grandfather was Celvio Sanchez 

 

Male Voice A: -Yeah,  I know that 

 

Female Voice A: And Celvio was already farming. He was growing vegetables 

 

Male Voice A: Right. So the way it worked was there was parts of that, that was 

because high water table that were not irrigable, I know if that was your land but if 

you look at the old state engineers map from 1917, you’ll see lands that were 

called seep.  Which means the water table was so high they really couldn’t irrigate. 

They couldn’t grow crops the water table was above the surface. So regardless,  

you are part of the old Arenal Acequia same as me, same as Brad and everybody 

else that now irrigates from the big Pajarito lateral. Prior to the conservancy district 

our predecessors that irrigated on Arenal Acequia. So we are all part of Historic…. 

 

Female Voice A: So historic, are there dues? 

 

Male Voice A: Yeah, well. Well I don’t know about the Acequia association, but 

we all pay due to the conservancy for their works that gives us access to water. 

You pay your water to the conservancy as I do 

 

Female Voice A: So is that MRGC 

 

Male Voice A: yes, yeah. And they Just raised the prices again. So I hope that 

clarifies. So anyone that irrigates downstream from the historic Arenal Acequia is, 

we irrigate the far reach of it. Historically that’s what we are part of 
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James Maestas: I’d like to add something. I made a copy of the application itself 

that was summited to the office of the state engineer. James Maestas speaking. And 

uh I have a copy here that I can submit as evidence 

 

: Can I see that 

 

James Maestas: The move from location…is identified on your application. That 

you did put down from the Pajarito Lateral on it. But, like I said, the state engineer 

recognizes it from the Arenal Acequia. That how they published it 

 

Female Voice A: On the application is says Arenal Acequia. Cause she has Arenal 

Acequia. 

 

Female (Kim Frasier): Yes that is correct. I put it on there 

 

Female Voice A (Diane McDermott): She put it on there as a mistake. Or she 

thought she was making a mistake 

 

James Maestas: See it states Arenal Acequia. It’s not an error. It from the uh, the 

water rights go back the creation of the district, those lands are irrigated from the 

Arenal acequia 

 

I Understand what you’re saying that’s not evidence of anything. Because of the 

fact when she put it out there, she felt  a was making as mistake but you’re saying 

in essence was right 

 

MV A: What this gentleman said was exactly right. The people irrigate, the people 

that irrigated on the Pajarito lateral and our part of that predate the conservancy, 

and we were irrigating in 1907 those lands were irrigating. So those are pre senior 

1907 water rights. Anybody who irrigated land after that that was not irrigated 

before you have junior water rights  

 

Female Voice A (Diane McDermott): All due respect to your process, we will need 

to return to the state engineer….with this information… We will have to; see we 

were in the middle of a state engineer that says you’re not a part of Arenal acequia 

and your correspondence to us  that we are. So they asked us to come here tonight 

to see if we could get clarification um, on that point, and asked us. So we will have 

to return to the state engineer and say what you have told us tonight about 
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Male Voice A: I’m not an attorney 

 

Female Voice A: well neither am I. what you’re saying is historically the Pajarito 

Lateral is part of the old Arenal Acequia is what you’re saying 

 

Male Voice A: Yes, it did not exist until the late 1930’s 

 
(0:15:30) 

 

Female Voice A (Diane McDermott): So that’s what I would need to go back to the 

supervisor that has our application and say, you know and, therefore. Now in 

respect to your applications. um I noticed that it said now we have three 

applications with the state engineer are we supposed to summit three applications 

to you 

 

Female (Andrea Le Cruz Crawford):  So I’m just speaking on, so I’m just speaking 

on just general legal provisions (x2) But basically where If you believe the notice, 

the legal notice you published is in error and should have been published as being 

on the Pajarito Acequia then you will have to republish your notice and restart your 

application process. That’s my understanding because the legal notice is deficient 

if it states the wrong acequias, the point of diversion under the New Mexico states 

statutes. And I believe that the commission sent a letter regarding this There is a 

provision that says you have to come before the commission to transfer water right 

off of an acequia. If your water rights are part of an acequia you have to get 

approval of the ditch commission. And you have to…and your job at the meeting is 

to establish that it won’t be detrimental to the acequia and to the other members of 

the acequia if your water rights are transferred off the acequia. And I believe that is 

the purpose of this meeting tonight. Not necessary to establish what the ditch 

believes your water rights are, but to look at what you have provided to the state 

engineer’s office which is a legal notice that says that your water rights are on 

acequia arenal. If they are on another ditch like the Pajarito ditch, you’ll need to go 

through… you’ll have to see if they have a bylaw that requires their approval and 

go thru their process. So it is the same, you have to comply with that statute and 

that’s what this meeting here tonight is for. Its for you to put evidence forward as 

to why the commissioner sshould allow you to transfer the water rights off, if they 

are on this acequia. But if you believe it’s in error um then that’s really the 

question, where are your water rights? Are they on this acequia or are they on 

another? 

 

Male Voice muffled: I’d like to submit that…inaudible 
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Virginia Necochea: I asked if they could turn off the air but what she can provide 

with is a small mic 

 

-I think we should just stand up and project 

-if everyone speaks with their outside voice 

-Yes, I think if we could just stand up and project 

 

Virginia Necochea: Or they can provide a small mic 

 

MV: I’d like to submit a copy of a letter I sent to Ms. McDermott regarding this 

issue of claiming that’s it the Pajarito sector. I’ve included with it a map of the 19, 

the Arenal acequia and the laterals that belong to the Arenal acequia which 

includes the Pajarito Lateral. I included also a copy of the 19, 17, 18 drainage 

survey of the state engineer. And it indicates that out? Has and overlay 

Of 2004 properties and then the actual plain tape? That was prepared the actual 

state engineer in 1917 1918 and it shows that the property was irrigated by the 

Arenal acequia and this is prior to the Pajarito Lateral. And those are the items I’d 

like to submit to you. Also we request if she thinks she irrigates from the Pajarito 

acequia that she apply to the Pajarito acequia 

 
(0:20:22) 

 

Female Voice A: Is Pajarito acequia different from Pajarito Lateral? 

 

- We have some new people. I’d like them to stand up and introduce 

themselves 

-  

Chris: My name is Chris 

 

Elisabeth: I’m Elisabeth I live on  Popper Lane 

 

Sandy: I’m Sandy I live on  Popper Lane 

 

Laura: I’m Laura I live on Figueroa 

 

-That’s it 

 

MV: Are you all Irrigators? 
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FV: I don’t have access 

 

FV: My property and I just wanted to know more about 

 

FVA: So from listing to, so is the Pajarito lateral and the Pajarito Acequia? My 

understanding is that that’s two different things 

 

MV: Historically, they’re two separate acequias. Separate diversions from the Rio 

Grade River. They are connected by the Pajarito Lateral 

 

 FVA Diane McDermott: I’m sorry I forgot your first name 

 

Andrea La Cruz Crawford: Andrea 

 

FVA: Andrea mentioned that if we are incorrect then we would have to resubmit 

and run the advertisement again. That’s what I said, we’ll have to talk to the state 

engineer then see if that’s what they, once they get back to me and this is the way 

they explain the Arenal acequia then we will have to advertise again then we will 

have to do that. Have to put the correct information on it. That’s where we, we just 

were very confused because we knew it was Pajarito Lateral and she made an 

error, she should have put Pajarito Lateral. So at this point I feel we need to go 

back to the with the  State Engineer information we gathered tonight and  if they 

tell us we need to advertise again then we do. And if they say no it’s seems clear 

you are in Arenal Acequia or no you’re in Pajarito whatever then we would want to 

comply or cooperate with your process and submit applications to either Arenal 

acequia or Pajarito to whoever one we’re supposes to and prove any information 

that we can to show you what we’re doing and why we’re trying to do it and so 

forth 

 

Andrea La Cruz Crawford: Ok there is one other thing I’d like to bring to 

everybody’s attention, which is the process for considering an application.  The 

acequia has to do it within 120 days of when your application is file…. of the date 

the legal notice is published. Um so that leaves it with the timeline of this 

application going expire at the beginning of April. And um so we need… I think 

the acequia is going to need a firm commitment that you are going to republish the 

notice otherwise they are going to need to hear whatever evidence you would have 

regarding how the transfer would not be detrimental to the acequias and its 

members at this meeting so they have enough time to consider.  Under their  

bylaws they have to reconvene the meeting at a later date so they can draft a 

written decision and provide it to you…. and the interim…. which is part of the 
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process they have to follow so um they’re under a time frame because of the 

publication of the legal notice so I suppose we would need a firm commitment that 

you are going to withdraw the application and submit a new application and 

republish notice or we are going to have to have you present you arguments this 

evening  so that they can meet the time lines. 

 

FVA: What is that deadline again? 

 

Andrea La Cruz Crawford: 120 days, I believe it’s the day of the published notice 

 

MV1: May I inquire where the published notice was? And what newspaper. 

 

FVA: Albuquerque Journal and Valencia County new Bulletin (x2) 

 

MV1: And when was that done? 

 

FV: January 29
th 

(?) 

 

FVA: Alright publication for the Journal January 9,16 and 23
rd

 

 

MV: Thank You 

 

Pablo Lopez: I think there is enough evidence with these maps that they have 

presented so as not to delay it to a further date. And, I don’t know if there is a 

window/ process to say they are waiving their right to 120 days? 

 

Andrea La Cruz-Crawford: No, it’s no right. It’s statutory. It has to be 120 days 

 

Pablo Lopez: I think there’s enough evidence with these maps and letters that they 

presented to allow you to make your um argument that yes it would be detriment to 

the Acequia. 

 

FVA: Ok. Well we advertised that it’s on the Arenal Acequia, right? Everyone here 

agrees that they are irrigating off the Arenal Acequia so we would we re-advertise?   

 

Andrea La Cruz-Crawford: You wouldn’t have to but you would have to present 

your case as to why it wouldn’t be detrimental to the Arenal Acequia this evening 

so there would be enough time to process and wright a decision one way or the 

other whether to approve or deny the request. And, that gets summitted to you and 

the State Engineer. And, if they approved,  they summit an affidavit to you 
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explaining that they have approved it and then that gets submitted with your 

application to the State Engineer, if they deny it then they provide you with a 

reasoning and ground for the denial. 

 

FVA: They have already protested the application 

 

Andrea Le Cruz Crawford: They have not protested the application. They have 

filed a protest based on the fact that you haven’t come to them for an approval 

which is part of the process. They have not protested the merits of your case. They 

have no idea of the merits of your case and that is your job to explain why it would 

not be detrimental. So it it’s really up to you now how you want to proceed. 

 

Andrea Lopez: So how much water are we talking about? Like how much water 

are you selling 

 

FVA: There are 3 applications. One is for a track of land that’s .0756 of an acre.  

Two of them tracks are for 1.513 of an acre. So it’s like 3.8716 

 

FV: and a little less because one of them has a house on it, my dad’s house so there 

is no irrigation under that house so that takes up about an acre and a half 

 

MV: How is that, how is your fathers front yard watered historically. Is there a 

well? 

 

FV: Yes 

 

MV: so that is a ground 1. Did you file a ground 1? 

 

FV: He has- 

 

FV: No  

 

FV: He has just, he’s watering from the ditch that’s- 

 

MV: I understand that so,  but he has a well that he historically irrigated the front 

yard, is that correct? 

 

FV: Right 

MV: And that’s a 2” driven well. Have you filed and underground water right for 

that well? Was that ever thought of 
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FVA: It’s probably filed at the State Engineer and a domestic well  

 

MV: well that should be filed 

 

FVA: Well it could be prior to 1956  

 

MV: the problem most likely was. So let me ask you this question, have you filed 

for a surface water right for with the State Engineer? 

 

FVA: Oh yes there are 3 declarations surface declarations, yes 

 

FV: Yes, my father did that  

 

MV: so  you tried to  divert 11.4 or less…. Of  water 

 

FVA: and 3-acre feet per acre, right and you can only transfer the consumptive use: 

2.1 feet per acre 

 

MV: so you’re 3.5 more or less  acres of diversion calculates out to  11.4-acre feet 

of water you’re trying to transfer to Isleta Pueblo 

 

FVA: No It’s not going to Isleta Pueblo. It’s going to a private property in Las 

Lunas That’s dry land and they’re going to irrigate that dry land… It’ll no longer 

be dry land  

 

MV:  Now that Isleta Pueblo is where it’s diverted from 

 

MV: Oh I see 

 

FVA: A diversion off the river  

 

MV: So this would go to dry land at Joe’s place 

 

FVA: No 

 

MV: Joe’s place would revert to dry land. There would no longer be the water right 

would no longer be there 

 

FVA: Well yes. Unless they wanted to lease from the MRGDC water bank. 
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MV:  Which they probably would 

 

FVA:  they probably would 

 

MV: they probably would. They have somebody farming it. They will probably 

continue to farm it 

 

MV: there are some llamas there 

 

 MV: Do you lease the land to the guys who are farming there? 

 

MV: To Ramon, nino. We just he farms- 

 

FVA: He farms for us 

 

MV: we’re overrun with Chinese elms…  

 

FVA: We do it to put it to the best use 

 

MV: it looks beautiful 

 

MVB: We can’t go forward  unless we know whether that you accept that you are 

the Arenal  or you are going to  reclassify. We need to know that before we do 

anything.  In addition if you want to know any of the questions we want answered. 

How does the removal of these feet affect the ground water for your neighbors? 

 

FVA: It’s not ground water it’s surface water   

 

MVB: I know its surface water but 50% of irrigation goes into the ground water 

and if you ignore that then that affects everybody around if and when it lowers to 

the ground water, as an example. It’s a long term, almost infinity  affect to the land 

around you and I need to know about those impacts before I can decide whether 

it’s a good idea or a bad one  

 

FVA: I understand that  what you’re saying 

 

MVB: Like someone in the East Mountains  has a well and they pump a lot of 

water and the neighbor goes dry. It happens all the time. I realize that we have a 

really good ground water but we’re talking about in perpetuity  that this is going to 
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make an impact. Is it little now, yeah, but is it a big no? I don’t know. That is one 

question 

 

MV: My concern would be that you are going to transfer the water rights and 

subdivide and put more houses on it. I’ve lived here for 35 years and there’s 9 

house  that were irrigated farmland INCLUDING Steve’s house. That’s fine but I 

don’t have a problem with the family building houses but I would have a serious 

problem if you subdivide the land and it was no longer irrigated. You know we are 

losing our farmland you know it’s change from when I was there  

 

 MV: Ramon is going to keep farming there 

 

MV: But you can’t keep farming there if you have no water rights, then you can’t 

farm there…. Unless he goes and leases water rights from, what is the use of that?! 

 

Virginia Necochea: Can I, and I don’t know if this is the appropriated time in the 

meeting to discuss, I want to discuss, I want  to begin with thanking you all for 

being here and for having this conversation with us. I do was to Santiago and I are 

both appointed for the Middle Rio Grande conservation District. So We serve as 

community representatives on the water conservation committee for  the  

conservancy. So we have been continuously part of that for  I think it’s been a 

year, it’s been minimum a year. And the reason this committee was created is 

because as the community we understand that water is shifting, there’s long term 

drought and that impacts our water resources tremendously. And what the  

conservancy district is having to do along with other organization is to start 

planning for  future everts. We are facing really reduced water supplies across New 

Mexico and especially in our middle Rio Grande region. That’s a reality. It’s not 

far from now it’s happening right now at this point and that’s why we are 

preparing. So when I hear the comment that it’s ok to sell water right because we 

can always lease form the MRGCD I can tell you that that is one of the major 

concerns that continuously is brought up during those meetings because that is 

some understanding or myth that that’s around our community that it’s ok to do. 

That it won’t eventually have, it’s already having major impacts to our water now. 

And that’s not, that mode of thinking assuming that’s a good way to respect and 

treat our water is not effect and is actually causing many problems in our 

communities to  the extent that I said that the  conservancy district has had to 

create this water conservation committee that helping them prepare for these 

drastic measures that’s going to have to take soon. So when I hear that, it’s  cause 

I’m on that committee it’s a major concern. And I just I want to know what the 

commissioners, when will be the appropriate time for the community that is here to 
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express the concerns and thoughts that they may be having. What I realize that as a 

long time educator is that many of these issues revert back to a misunderstandings 

that we have as a shared water system, that we have to take care of, that we don’t 

have a basic understanding of how water works and then their impacts to us. And 

for me a major part today is actually being able to express those concerns that 

we’re having for you all to hear as well. For you all know, you know I’m glad that 

this is happening, but I want to be able to have other express themselves as well. 

But I just wanted to point out the part about MRGCD because we are, they are in 

those meetings and I does impact us, it impacts all of us. Including the Acequias 

that are connected to the Arenal. Not just yours, eventually it impacts all of us and 

it impacts our entire valley 

 

FV: Should we go to public comment? Is that what you are saying? 

 

Pablo Lopez: Yeah  

 

(Several talking over each other) 

 

Andrea Lopez: What is the appropriate- 

 

MV: I have a comment on those mountains and those wells up there are going dry 

Our  wells are going dry-and another thing is they had a dairy farm up there and 

the  nitrate and all that is going into the  water table. So people have to haul water 

up there now and it’s just a concern about the water we have here now so they  

either have to put storage tanks because the wells are going dry or they have to go 

deeper 

 

MV: I have one question. Can you tell us who these water rights are being 

transferred to? 

 
(0:40:33) 

 

FVA: Yes. It’s uh, it’s under al LLC but the owner is a name Ruth Olmstead 

 

MV: Ruth Olmstead? 

 

FVA: Her son puts everything in the name of LLC’s because his mother is elderly, 

and he doesn’t want anything to translate directly to her. 

 

MV: Understood. Ruth Olmstead 
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FV: And they have a farm. They are going to farm the land. 

 

M: And their farm is in Las Lunas? 

 

FVA: Las Lunas. On map 71 or 72. It’s on the applications 

 

 

MV: well I think all of us would, I would like to hear from the community but 

before I hear from the community. I’d like to know why you think you need to 

transferred it, the water. Is it cause you needed the money? If  you need the money, 

why didn’t you lease it to the water guy?  

 

FV: Um. We inherited it from when my father died. He died in 2010.  We got this 

land from my father. We used to irrigate it with him, but  he passed in 2010. Joe 

Giraudo 

 
(0.42.12) 

 

FVA: In 2012 we sold the south side of Michelle Road to our cousins.  …Inaudible 

comment. Cause they own the property just south of our lot-property. But we 

wanted to continue to keep irrigating. So we signed an agricultural lease with them. 

With our cousins. So we could continue to irrigate. Um I call it my cousins but it’s 

actually my aunt. She 94 years old. 

 

MV: This is Joe’s house you’re saying? 

 

MV: Um Yeah 

 

FVA: Um Joe’s on the South side and the land around Joe’s property we sold to 

Reina Gerado, my dad’s brother’s wife. She’s 94 years old now. We’ve continued 

to irrigate her lot, our lot, our previous lots and the three-quarters lot that’s next to 

Steve’s all this time. We wanted to continue to put the water to beneficial use. We 

didn’t want the it to go to ruin. And but we only own the three-quarter lot next to 

Steve. We never sold our water  rights to our cousin, we only sold them the land. 

So time is passing, we’re getting old they’re getting old. Our aunt Reina is in her 

90’s so we uh. We don’t have full control of the property. So we wanted the water 

right that belonged to our dad and our grandfather to be put to beneficial use and 

this is a farm in Las Lunas, they are growing alfalfa and the water would be put to 

beneficial use. Um when my grandfather in 1934 purchase this land from Silvio 
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Sanchez it was 13 acres. It went from both sides of the ditch. The other side of the 

ditch is all houses so that water was abandoned, and we  don’t like that idea of 

water being abandoned. 

 

MVA: That was abandoned when they took out the cove underneath Tapia road 

where that bump is, there was a covert that irrigated all those lands from the East 

side of Tapia boulevard and the only the only person was Mr. Ortiz and he 

purchased a well and got a ground water record 

 

FVA: No I’m talking about the 134 acres that my grandfather owned. That are the 

east and West side of the ditch on Michelle.  

 

MVA: Oh uh on the other side 

 

FVA: On Michelle. We named it Michelle Rd. my dad did with his brother. So that  

water has all been abandoned so we want. My dad taught us to appreciate the 

water, so we want to keep it irrigating, somewhere  

 

FV: May I ask a question? The farm GROWING OUT IN Valencia county, that 

you want to transfer the water to, if they are growing alfalfa what are they using for 

their water right now? 

 

FVA: Well these will be transfer 5, 6 and 7. We’ve transferred 4 back on and we’re 

fill these back up 

 

FV: So these, are these lands being farmed or they (Inaudible word) 

 

FVA: No they use these emergencies; these water bank until we put them these 

water rights back on. 

 

FV: So somebody sold the water right down there? And this is- 

 

FVA: (Inaudible word) only. These folks-the Olmstead’s bought the property 

whenever the  transfer off the water right’s off had already occurred. They bought 

it with the intention to put the water rights back on. So they could farm 

 

FV: ok.  But they are currently farming by lease-leasing water 

 

FVA: Oh of course cause we’ve got 4 transfers that are back on. And these will be 

5, 6 and 7. 
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FV: Okay, thank you 

 

MV: I think It would be applicable if we heard from other people around . Even 

though you decide that you will reapply I think it would be nice if you heard what 

the worries of the neighbors have and  there’s a bunch of neighbors I think would 

like to talk. 

 

FVA: Sure 

 

Andrea La Cruz-Crawford: I don’t think they said if they’re going to reapply for 

sure 

 

FVA: it may not be necessary  

 

Andrea La Cruz-Crawford: This is our hearing on whether the transfer would be 

detrimental then they’ll go to the State Engineer and determine if they need to 

reapply depending on what they find out when they go in there 

 

Pablo Lopez: Have you finished with your commentary? Are you needing to say 

anything else? 

FV: Once I hear the concerns of my neighbors, I would like to respond to their 

concerns 

 

Pablo Lopez: Okay. Does anybody have any comments? 

 

MV: Who would like to go first? 

 

FV: Virginia’s [Necochea] comment on  the water conservation with the 

conservancy district um, we have gone to the meetings that they hold at the 

conservancy district that they hold every month I believe and also written letters 

protesting the whole concept of water banks because we have neighbors that have 

sold their water rights off along time ago so they do lease water, they water like 

everybody else. Our complaint when I spoke in front of the conservancy was, my 

complaint was, when we have years that are very dry, like we’ve had many in the 

last 10 years, where they turn our water off, sometime as early as June. Then they 

turn it back on for 3 weeks, then they put us on a 3-week rotation. One year we 

were put on a 5-week rotation. We had pasture grass as tall as this thing here on the 

table, now we have weeds and dust because our pastures have all died be cause you 

cant grow pasture grass on a 5-week rotation. But I know that the people who were 
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leasing water were irrigating at the same rate as everybody else. And we go every 

year and we tell them if you’re going to have a year where they are going to cut the 

water off for irrigators who have their rights intact then why do you not allow 

water leasers to even begin their irrigation season. Let them fallowed of dry that 

entire year. And I don’t know what their-I’m not a conspiracy theorist, but I have 

these ideas, but they always say they cut the water bank users to, 2 summers ago it 

was really bad, and they cut us off repeatedly. They cut us off about 4 times that 

summer. You cant grow anything under those conditions, but they cut the water 

bank users 2weeks before they cut everybody else off; 2weeks, I mean that’s 

absolutely-I mean that meaningless. It doesn’t do anything but make neighbor 

really angry, and some tempers were flying, and I was one of them; I was really 

mad. But the conservancy has no answer for us. Cause why is this ok. As a 

landowner with intact water rights, it’s not okay. 

 

MV: If they shut off the water and we don’t have enough water all we have is 

weeds 

 
(0.57.0) 

 

FV: Others? 

 

MVC: I would have to agree. Cause the concern is our fear of what’s coming down 

the road in terms of water supply. And that scares us cause our land is not going to 

be the same. And I don’t want any water that’s in our system now, that’s in our 

Acequia to move anywhere else. I think we’re going to need it. We’re going to 

need it for the long term. So I assume many of us are making our lot to have and 

will continue to make our home there for a very long time if not forever. And uh, I 

would rather though, even though Marsha was talking about leasing I would rather 

see stay in Arenal Acequia, and if you want to lease to your family-I guess it’s 

your family in Las Lunas, right? 

 

Several Voices: No 

 

MVC: If  you want to lease them the water then do that that. It’s not like they’re 

never going to have any water.  But they’ll be at the same risk as everybody else 

because they may not get their water. But uh, I don’t want to see our 

neighborhood, our Arenal community Acequia go under 

 

FV: Don’t’ they get the same opportunity to lease from their conservatory as we 

have here? 
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FVA: Yes, they are. We have transferred 4 times. And we’re filling that field back 

up. So the part that has no water rights  is still leasing from the MRGCD water 

bank. But eventually they’re going to fill that up completely and there will be no 

more lease required. 

 

Who is we, you keep saying we, but you say you are not a part of- 

 

FVA: Them the Olmsteads 

 

MV?: My other concern, and I know I’ve talked a lot but, is I’ve lived here 35 

years and I bought in the south Valley, at that time, a small farm because I looked 

from Albadones to the South Valley and the thing I noticed about the North Valley 

is that is there is no ditches anymore. All those ditches are closed off and you see 

that there are no bicycles on the ditches and you see that in the south valley old 

ditches are no longer used and they’re dried up and there’s no irrigation there and it 

kind of defeats the purpose of living here for me if we don’t have irrigation for  

irrigating water to fields 

 

FV: I’ve lived in the South Valley since I was 8 years old, I’m  53 years old now. I 

bought the house across the street from where I grew up, Brad is my neighbor, and 

the reason I bought the house across the street is naturally to be close to my 

mother, but I also bought there because of the irrigation. I’ve always like green. 

New Mexico is all dirt so I also bought down in the Valley so I could irrigate 

whenever I wanted. I use to be able to irrigate as much as I wanted whenever I 

wanted and now it’s cut back to 2 weeks, sometimes 3 weeks, and I heard you say 

earlier that you allow them to grow alfalfa cause you don’t want weeds, and this 

and that, but we’re going to have that. You’re not there anymore so it’s not going 

to be overgrown, cause you’re not there anymore and you fighting for these people 

who live in Valencia County um. So I don’t care about Valencia County; I care 

about where I live, and my surrounding neighbors and I want to keep the Valley 

Green and I do know they’re lowing the water level in my ditch. The way my ditch 

is set up is when some else is irrigating and I irrigate the water comes in very slow. 

And if the water level is going to be getting lower then I’m not going to be able to 

irrigate. I’m going to go to the essence of (Inaudible word) 

my ditch, which I can’t afford. This is the first I hear about the Middle ground 

policing water. I didn’t hear that. Because I think the landowners who have the 

rights should be able to irrigate and they shouldn’t allow that policing of water 

until we get our water.  
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FV: And I agree with that too. And that’s what the State Engineer had explained to 

us years ago when the people that that have declared 1907 water rights get the 

water before the people that are, that don’t have it. They told us that’s the way it’s 

supposed to be 

 
(0.56.22) 

 

MV: I don’t think that’s happening yet, but  I think Virginia, the way group is to 

make a process where pre 1907 does get to irrigate longer than then younger rights 

and the ones that are leasing rights get cut off really early. That’s what I’m hoping 

will come out of this, maybe in 3 or 4 years 

 

Virginia Necochea: They’re having to, the conservatory District is having to 

reassess how they manage water because even though we’ve had a good year in 

water we continue to be in a long term draught that is having drastic affects not just 

in our community but across the globe; And they’re preparing. There’s multiple 

discussions happening on different (Inaudible word) projects that they’re going to 

try out in the Middle Rio Grande Region in the next year or so but the thing that 

continually comes up is the point that when people sell their water rights that they 

continue to lease water from MRGC. That’s a major point that is being discussed; 

and how the new system will be changed so that, I can’t say that it doesn’t continue 

to happen but it’s going to be modified and the other pilot project we’re discussing 

right now is this idea of creating a water bank. So, a water bank where there is 

more benefit to people in terms of monetary compensation for water rights. So that 

instead of selling their water rights to say like Valencia County, that they are 

encouraged to keep them in our own community. And that’s still being discussed 

in our conservation’s communities. But these are- it’s still brainstorm phase. But 

the reason why that’s happening, I can’t stress enough, it because major water 

changes-they’re here now. It’s not later, it’s present in our community and we’re 

dealing with major impacts across our water systems in New Mexico. That I don’t 

know if you want to add anything because you are a team leader as well 

 
(0.58.51) 

 

MV: Not really but I would like to ask-I would like to present additional evidence 

at this time 

 

Virginia Necochea: Well I don’t know if everybody-I thought we were doing- 

 

Pablo Lopez: Around the table yeah 
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MV: My family is (Inaudible word) and (Inaudible word) and uh the house that I 

live in now belonged to my father [and it] belonged to his father the house was 

built in 1915; it’s right next to the Atrisco Acequia. …you have an aerial view of 

the valley you have these little green ribbons and those are the Acequias; they’re 

like arteries of mother nature and when I walk along- it has this serpentine shape 

and it scares me when people are transferring water-moving water because they’re 

going to change the whole view of the valley and that’s my concern 

 
(1.00.2) 

 

FVA: There’s been a lot of urbanization in the south Valley already 

 

MV: We want to slow it down 

 

FVA: so you’ve bought everybody’s property so you can control it? (Laughing) 

there has been very few transferred off this Acequia. I looked on the maps, there’s 

maybe one that has actually been transferred off. But most of the waters use has 

ceased due to this urbanization.  So your concern from earlier, you’re saying 

everybody irrigated so they pour into the diversion (Inaudible word) that doesn’t 

get used by plants or  evaporate, it goes back into the soil. A lot of those lands 

aren’t irrigated at all because they’ve been chopped up into smaller pieces and 

people have built new homes and they’ve stopped irrigating. 

 

MV: It still recharges the aquifer, the ditches that are there 

 

FVA: The ditches? 

 

MV: They still irrigate. Even if they have small plots of land, they still irrigate the 

grass, the trees. My family has 14 acres. And everybody still irrigates. There’s 

nothing to irrigate. They’re irrigating the grass and the trees, and that replenishes 

the aquifer 

 

FVA: Ok, you do. So you’re helping to replenish the aquifer. What about 

subdivisions? Like Diane said the property across the ditch on Michelle road is all 

turned into a subdivision and nobody’s irrigating that. That water right was 

abandoned. 

 

MV: Yeah well, we don’t want that to happen anymore 
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FVA: That water right was abandoned, and abandonment means it’s just simply 

gone. It doesn’t go into a pool of water that somebody else can use, it just vanishes 

 

FV: It’s not because the community doesn’t care because for the last 35 years, I’ve 

been working with neighborhood groups, with the county commission, with the 

county planning. If you really want to spend an interesting day go spend a day with 

the county planning commission. Protesting all of the chunking up of all the 

irrigated land in this valley, the county basically just doesn’t care. They have 

zoning rules  they have zoning regulations and they break them every day of the 

week . People- I understand that  private property rules are strict, our country is  

built on that. I own this acre of land, it is mine, to sell to live on, to whatever.  On 

top of that you have a zoning regulation. Where we live in this area  the zoning, 

I’m very-many of our properties is A1. Which is agricultural, meaning you can cut 

it into pieces, but those pieces must be one acre each or bigger and then that is still 

big enough to irrigate. But the county allows any developer comes in and say ‘ok I 

got this 3 acre piece of land I can put- if I can get them to either rezone it for me or 

give me a special use permit  I can put 4 house on each of those-on each acre. 

Some one can make a 12 house sub-division just negating the entire concept of the 

zoning plans is meant to do. This area is also a part of what is known as a South 

West area plan. I worked on that. There were thousands, tens of thousands  of 

volunteer  hours of citizens just, I’m not a planner, I’m a teacher, we came together 

to write this document, it online at bernco.gov. The SW plan delineates  the vision 

that this community had  starting back in the 1980’s-maybe even earlier, FOR 

HOW THEY WANTED THE South Valley to grow, where they wanted it to grow, 

how they wanted the growth to proceed and those types of things. It’s a very 

interesting document. It’s got a lot of thoughts, a lot of plans, a lot of planner 

worked on it. A lot of citizens worked on it. The county has no compunctions at of 

all, just to look at that document- that they commissioned it. They hired the people 

whop  ran the meetings to make us write this thing and they have no problem 

saying eff, lets change the southwest area plan. They’re doing at the next county 

common meeting, they’re going to change the South West  area plan to the  Rio 

Bravo, right there on the East side of the Walmart there’s a farm, the Coupal Farm 

is about to turn into a big commercial area. They’re going to build, you know, 

anywhere-USA will be there, it’s going to be really cool they’re telling me, oh it’ll 

have a chiles and an Applebee’s you’ll love it. I’m saying no, what I love is the 7 

acres of farm that’s there now but they’re changing the south West area plan in 

order to  do that. To facilitate they putting this piece of crap on this land. Paving 

over farmland and building this thing. Which a lot of us thinks is a scar on the 

Valley. You know this Valley-the green part, the irrigatable partes  limited. You 

can build everything you want everywhere else where the river doesn’t irrigate. 
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But everyone wants to be in the valley cause this is where it’s green, where it’s 

wet, where it’s cool, whereas there’s grass, where’s there’s trees, where there’s 

water, where there’s quality of life, the birds and the animals are all here too 

because of tis water and that’s, I think, is  my fear and maybe everybody else in 

this room-our fear is that if the water is gone what is there? 

 

MV: Many of you had your hand up 

 

MV: I just heard on the news that Texas wants their water also 

 
(1.05.46) 

 

FV: Yup 

 

FV: They’re suing us for it… 

 

FV: I have a question on-when someone sells water rights and it goes outta our 

area what impact does have on the main-on the people who watering are. The 

amount of money that we’re allowed to divert to water. 

 

MVD: The diversion that we all irrigate in the South valley, all of the Acequias, is 

uh up on the Algadonesand it comes down the canal on the east side of the uh Rio 

Grande all the way to Old Town and there’s a systemin than goes under the river 

and then distributes water to use. Uh that uh water diversion will be  reduced by 

the number of acres that are transfer to the Isleta Pueblos diversion. So uh that 3 

points uh x number acre of feet translates into to uh almost one and a half million 

gallons  of water. So it a lot of water that won’t be coming down what they call the 

Aqua sagrada? And the (Inaudible word) to our South Valley acequias. Instead we 

diverted  at Isleta Pueblo from the Rio Grande to uh go to Las Lunas. Um Mr. 

Sherman I’d like to submit a couple of pieces of evidence regarding some of the 

questions that were brought up regarding  the property, the move to property 

 

MV: Sure 

 

MVD: That property formally belonged to Tscoot Edeal, is I think how he 

pronounces his name and- 

 

FVA: Edeal 
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MVD: Edeal, and they operated diary in Las Lunas, and they sold their water rights 

on this property to the village of Las Lunas  back I 2006, I have a copy of that right 

here 

 

FV: Facebook 

 

MVD: And yes so basically that’s where the uh the water rights for the property 

that they uh want to move this water right to. And not only that, Scott Edle has sold 

lots of water rights He uh currently uses the water bank  uh for 116 acres uh of 

land in Las Lunas that he continues to irrigate  even though he sold the water right 

on. So he’s a prime example of what we call double dipping- is they sell their 

water rights  and go somewhere else but yet they keep irrigating off their uh  

Acequia community of RJCD water bank. Basically  he pays 93 dollars a year  per 

acre, uh that he irrigates. So he’s uh spending about eleven thousand dollars a year 

on his irrigation thru the water bank and such ok. 

 
( 1.08.49)  

 

MV: Ok so If I may uh (Inaudible…0 

 

Virginia Necochea: So just to clarify something Santiago, that’s the person the 

water rights are going to be transferred to? 

 

? several: No,  that was the former owners (echoed by 2 others)…he sold it…. 

 

Virginia Necochea: Right then this person-so it’s clear to me that this is the 

individual that’s in the business of selling, transferring and then using our water,  

from our community  but by paying them RDGC  till his water-… it would be 

interesting to look at the substantial economic gain that this person is having from 

this top of playing with water right 

 

FVA: But this has nothing to do with us….  

 

Virginia Necochea: No, no I’m just pointing out as an example because it’s 

important for us to  understand how this impacts all of us. And honestly I feel like 

that’s not being heard-and I need to say that um, you know what you said Marsha 

that at the end of the day many people adhere to this belief that, this capitalist 

Western belief that it’s my property, they’re my water rights; I have the right to 

sell them. Many of the times is economical struggles that our community faces and 

that why families have considered selling their water right before which is um a 
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reality  for a lot of the families that are in our community-so we’re talking about 

economical injustices as well but what I had mentioned earlier is that there’s a real 

lack of understanding how this/the impacts all of us. And that what I want to 

emphasize  and that I want for u all to open your minds and hearts to , to hear us. 

To even just be slightly open to hear us, that how this is going to impact all of us  

in this room. And we’re already seeing the impacts across our communities. I mean 

we’re talking about this continuing urbanization-that’s true. There continues to be 

urbanization, there continues to be over development, in our community is being 

allowed by our commissioners from Bernalillo County. To me what that goes back 

to is-if you think for a moment about this cement loss of culture and heritage and 

legacy and you talk about your grandfather, and for me when I think about my 

elders and the  people whop were part of this community, you know years and 

years ago  the vision that they had was not this over urbanization and  over 

development of out community. That is not the vision that they had. And what ere  

do with our work is we try to teach people and especially young people about the 

value of water rights and the even greater value of keeping those water right 

connected to their land and how it’s a long-term asset to their families. And when 

we try to tech them that is a cultural asset that is being kept in this community. Not 

just  for your family but for all of our families that are living here and for 

generations to come. And that’s what we don’t think about anymore. WE don’t 

think of this long-term lasting impact that we’re  already seeing across the middle 

Rio Grande. I’m not from here-and that’s one thing people think that oh you’re not 

originally from New Mexico so you can’t really care about this, and I do. I’ve been 

here over 2 decades; I have 4 children who were born and raised in the South 

Valley and my grandparents worked the land. Not here but they are people who 

worked the land. So I think about that legacy of the importance and the scaredness 

of the water and land for many of us. So when you sell water rights and you give 

up these agricultural traditions it’s a major loss for all of us. And as a teacher I’ll 

tell you directly that when I’m in the schools, including Rio Grande, South Valley 

Academy,  JFK, you name it, do you think a lot of the student even know about 

Acequias and agriculture there’s already a disconnect,  and that’s why we’re doing 

this work; to connect these young people back to these communities cause if they 

hear this ‘well we don’t care about this organization, we don’t care about 

development we don’t care about water rights, that’s why we end up with this 

major loss. And I just want to emphasize that, and I hope you hear with your heart 

because it’s so easy to close off comments or stories on how this impacts all of us. 

I mean when you’re talking about millions of gallons of water-to me that’s 

frightening; that is a frightening thing to hear. And for some one to tell me that’s 

not going to have a lasting impact, that’s dishonest. And we say this (Inaudible 

word) is death by one thousand cuts; and that’s actually one thing that Enrico 
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Grady, from the county, he talked about that-the major impact of the Acequias in 

our community here in the South Valley he said it’s not-well one of the major 

housing developments Santolina-He said one of the most impactful long term 

impacts is actually the selling of water rights and these smaller housing divisions 

that are popping up across our community; that’s what really hurting us. And  

again I say what price do you put to that? And I understand. We have a right; you 

know sometimes your out of financial resources but at what cost? At who’s cost?  

 
(1:14:58) 

 

FV: So nobodies mentioned property values either. So like what are there names in 

the Valencia County? Oh the Olmsteads 

 

FV: The Bought dry land probably at 10 thousand an acre because they don’t have 

water rights  

 

FV: Once those water rights are transfers what their land worth now? 80 thousand? 

And now the acre that on Michelle is worth- so that going to bring my property 

values down because mine goes up to Michelle. And has anybody thought about 

that? 

 

FVA: One thing to consider here, Diane mentioned earlier, both of those 1.53 acres 

are owned by other family members. They don’t even own that. They don’t control 

what happens    

 

MV: Well I don’t think you can sell the water right on land you don’t own 

 

FVA: We can retain them separate from the land, right? 

 

Andrea La Cruz-Crawford: Well, it depends on what’s in your deed 

 

FV: It’s in our deed that we retain the water rights 

 

FVA: But if the other family members decide to sell that acre to someone that isn’t 

a family member then those people might pout a home on there. And as soon as 

that home hits that land the to the hose is abandoned; the water rights are 

abandoned  

 

Have you thought about selling to the local people rather then selling to some who 

withdraws water from a separate water-systems?  
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But I said earlier I look on the maps and I only think there is only one person 

who’s water rights were severed from the land. You can’t put water rights on top 

of land that considered wet land.  

 

FV: I can’t sell to this gentleman right  here because he already has water rights. 

You have to go to dry land 

 

FV: Have you considered, I think that, would you be open to some kind of leasing. 

I mean you have mentioned that they are leasing water from the water bank, 

correct? So they’re  using water otherwise they bought somewhere that wouldn’t 

be used and they’re putting it to use, beneficial on the land already over there so if 

you transfer this in-and then your transferring where these lose water rights are and  

your losing a part of this Acequia which is a historic Acequia and I think it has a 

lot of cultural value as well.  I think you mentioned that your incentive partially, if 

I’m correct , was to  keep that lands irrigated; to keep the water that’s being so it 

wouldn’t fall into abandonment or forfeiture or a loss. And abandonment legally is 

different from forfeiture and abandonment really only happens when you have a 

parking lot or like the (Inaudible word) of a house, as an example. (FVA: In time) 

well they don’t really do abandonment for time well- 

 

FVA: 16 years 

 

FV: Well they’re really not enforcing that at the State Engineers office because 

they recognize the value of- the historical and cultural value of the Acequia Water 

rights. And so the main mechanism of that is a forfeiture proceeding at this point. 

And they are only doing that after someone receives a notice. And then that person 

has a year to put it back to use prior to that water right being declared abandoned 

or forfeited, yes 

 

MV: If someone had junior water rights and wants to transfer senior water rights  

to hat property can they do it? 

 

FVA: No. If you have Junior water rights on a piece of property that’s considered 

wet land you can’t transfer prior 1907 surface rights on to wet land.  

 

Andrea La Cruz Crawford: Right you have to have a space that’s not currently 

being irrigated. You cant stack water rights on the same plot of land. Like you 

couldn’t have 100 acre ft of water rights on a 1-acre piece. 
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MV: For example Ricks was sand and sage Bush on the 1917 map, so he’s 

attempted to summit a pre-1907 water right and he was rejected. As far as who 

owns the water rights since the district was created, the district owns those rights.  

 

FV: Right. And could you potentially transfer those to someone that on the 

Acequia would be the other question. So they are retained. So maybe somebody  

like Rick who- 

 

MV: Would it be possible to buy the land and buy the water rights. You sold the 

land to your family members, all that irrigated farmland. You had a (Inaudible 

word) 

Sign a year ago. 

 

MV: No it was just recently    

 

FV: There is a sign out there right now  

 

MV: It’s for my dad’s house. Just for the house 

 

MV: Well you did about a year ago 

 

FVA: I don’t think so 

 

MV: So you have you family now own that land or people in your family? 

 

Several: Cousins 

 

FVA: It’s my Aunt. My 94-year old aunt 

 

MV: So would she be interested in selling that land to me and you sell the water 

rights 

 

FVA: Well they have to breach their contract (Inaudible word) 

(Inaudible word) 

 

MV: Well I don’t know about that. Well you have to have as I understand it, you 

have this committees approvable to consummate this water rights sale.  

 

 MV: Water rights or the land? 
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MV: That’s a good question 

 

But land is owned by the cousins and they retain the water rights and the sale. So it 

would be a sold transaction if you want to buy that 

 

Or you couldn’t sell your water rights to your cousins to irrigate on the ditch 

   

I though I saw when the house that’s on Michelle and Tapia or maybe it was 2 

years ago-or maybe it was a sign on your land  and the SE corner of Michelle and 

Tapia there was a sign and I  thought you were trying to sell the whole lot 

 

FVA: No it a 3-quarter lot- 

 

MV: No what that sign was the (Inaudible word) were selling. We Live across the 

street. They put the sign there. That was for their house 

 

FV: Can I ask a question, or maybe our lawyer can answer this I’m really confused 

right now. I thought water rights and land were a thing. So and I do know-I’m 

thinking back to the State Engineers denying the application for the Opplesteins 

Ranch when they wanted to pump an enormous amounts water here to the South 

Valley and it was denied by this [State] Engineers because they said there was no 

land for it to go to. I’m not understanding how you can separate the land from the 

water. Are there 2 deeds? 

 
(1.23.52) 

 

Andrea La Cruz Crawford: No the State Engineers process is a process that you 

have to go through in order to separate the water from the land. First you have to 

retain the water right on a deed, something  like they have done at that point 

because it’s on another piece of property they can’t use them themselves because 

they’ve been transfered-they’re on somebody’s else’s property. So it’s  like if your 

neighbor was going to come over and start irrigating your land, that’s not going to 

happen. So they can’t use them at that point once they do that but they’re still 

retaining them in the deed so at that point they need to go through a State 

Engineers preceeding’s to sever the water rights from the land. And it’s only 

through a process by which-this is coming up by which you establish that the 

transfer wont impair existing water rights is not detrimental and not contrary to 

conservation water in the New Mexico. When I say detrimental it’s not against 

public well fair basically issues and so its through that proceeding that a person can 

transfer water rights. But prior to that preceeding taking place under the statutory 
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previsions there is a requirement that if an Acequia has adopted a bylaw, which the 

Arenal Acequia has, that lays out a process by which the commission can approve 

or deny a transfer then they have to come here first and it’s in the State Engineers 

regulations that basically the applicant has to submit evidence showing that they 

have gone through that process. And it technically should happen prior to the 

publication of notices, is my opinion but that’s acting as counsel for the 

commission. (FV:  It’s complicated) it is complicated, but it’s a process. So there is 

a way to sever water rights, clearly cause we see them getting transferred all the 

time from Acequias especially to municipalities. 

 

I have a question, one person said if they shut off the water and we don’t have 

enough water to irrigate our land. That was a concern that someone brought up 

 

Can you speak to that? 

 

Well none of us controls when the MRGCD decided to (Inaudible word) 

 water rights. And I agree with what you said earlier. They should say well all the 

water bank people are off first. They don’t do that. They’ll cut off entire ditch 

systems. Or we’re  going to cut off the West side of the river off and we’re going 

to let the East side of the  river irrigate for a while. And then they’ll  switch that. 

But they’re not taking into account pre 1907  or people who’ve never sold any 

water rights that might be post 1907. They just cut off everybody  

 

FV: They’ve made a problem for us 

 

FV: And they don’t care  

 

Virginia Necochea: It’s because of all the accumulated impacts of this practice and 

draught and that is being addressed now. It’s the main thing that’s being talked in 

this water conservation committee. Now going back to what you said, like the 3 

points right, like about public welfare and the detrimental part cause what I 

understand is there’s 3 reasons that the Acequia Association 

 

Andrea La Cruz Crawford: That the State Engineers. The Acequia Association 

according to the bylaws, according to the statues is whether it’s detrimental. It’s 

the applicant burden to establish that it’s not detrimental  

 

Virginia Necochea: Ok that was my point. I don’t feel that tonight that there’s been 

enough evidence to show how it’s not detriment to the Arenal Acequia, you know 

what I’m saying. I feel like, for me I’m not convinced. I don’t see any evidence of 
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how it’s not going to be [detriment]. To me in my mind and from what I 

understand serving on the Water Conservation committee, from running a 

nonprofit that focuses on urban Acequias, from being part of Acequia associations, 

in my  mind I clearly understand how this is going to be a detriment to our 

community and the Acequia. So for me I don not feel that there is- if anything the 

community has shown, from sharing their stories and points of how this is going to 

be detrimental to our community. But specifically to you all who belong to the 

Arenal Acequia. We belong the Armijo. So for me that is one thing that I want to 

state well I heard you. I don’t feel that  that’s- I have a science back round.  I have 

a science degree. I’ve been an educator for a while. My entire work is research 

based. So for having that evidence is very, very important 

 

FV: The bottom line for me is it doesn’t make sense to put somebody here in the 

same position as the person in Las Lunas. The person in Las Lunas is already 

leasing water. If somebody want to buy that land and decides they want to farm 

they’re going to have to do the same thing. I feel the wet water and the land should 

stay together 

 

FV: But they haven’t 

 

FV: Down there 

 

FVA: Here 

 

FV: But no, the water rights are still attached to that land, right 

 

FVA: But they’re not . the landowner and the water right are separate  

 

FV: I understand that. But they’re still on that land 

 

FVA: The MRGCD controls how much water come into this ditch. And I don’t 

know how they decide to fill that ditch. Do you guys know how they fill that ditch. 

Do they look at it and say well there’s only a few irrigators so we’re just going to 

give them a small amount of water. Does that happen? 

 

FV: As far as I know it based on you call and say I want to irrigate 

 

FVA: Okay but the  ditch itself-it has a certain volume 
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FV: The amount of water that they release is by the acreage of people that are 

watering-that have water rights. That’s how they- so if those amounts is transfer 

that’s how they   

 

FVA: So what if, how about this scenario: the cousins sell those 1.513 parcels 

acres and whoever buys it subdivides it and puts all kinds of house son that 

 

FV: That hasn’t happened though right now 

 

 

FVA: It could 

 

FV: We’ll cross that bridge-we’re watching now 

 

FVA: By then there’ll be less irrigators 

 

FV: I stand by my statement. It doesn’t make any sense to me  

 

FV: They lease their water now so it wouldn’t matter if they sold it 

 

No, no they don’t 

 

No  

 

FV: We irrigate all of that property  

 

FV: You said they retain the water and the land is theirs 

  

Serval: Yes 

 

FV: And we have a (Inaudible word) 

 

FV: Thank you guys 

 

FVA: We have an agricultural lease, with the cousins. We sold the land, we kept 

the water right, we signed an agricultural lease with them so that we could continue  

to water all of it. And we have continued to water it while they own the land. Okay 

 

FV: You water their land? 
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FV: We  water their land 

 

FVA: Except for the 3-quarter acre parcel 

 

FV: The  3 quarter next to my brother is our and we water that too.  

 

FV: You do it for them 

 

FV: No it’s our land, we water it 

 

FV: No I meant the one  that is owned by the cousins, you water for them? Or- 

 

FV: We water for them. And then they own 1 half acre land and we water that too. 

We’ve always watered all of it and we continue to water all of it, cause. It’s an 

agricultural lease. So  we are watering all of them. But we don’t own the land and 

pretty soon they’re going to do whatever they want with the and- 

 

 FV: The water right will still be retained 

 

FV: The water right will be retained but not the agricultural lease. That’ll go away. 

All they have to do is give us a notice that they don’t want us to water anymore 

because they’re going to do something with that land and then we can’t water 

anymore 

 

FV: If you transfer the water rights aren’t you expediting the process by which that 

land has their water rights (yes) and that land can be subdivided  

 

FV: We already know their intentions and it’s getting scary and my aunts already 

94 

 

FV: Mine to (Inaudible word) 

 

FV: When she dies her children will probably do something with that land. They’re 

not going to continue to water. They’ve never watered in their life. We’ve always 

been the one to water. Cause my father lived right there 

 

Andrea Lopez: Can I ask a question. You’re land that you’re on right now, you’re 

the one that has the rights. So if you sell that land- 

 

FV: We already sold it, all we have is a 3-quarter acre  
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FV: You finally understand 

 

FV: We have sold that land, all we have is 3-quarters of an acre that next to his 

house 

 

Andrea Lopez: So it’s not part of the irrigation? 

 

FV: We irrigate that one too 

 

MV: Since you aren’t worried about the land that isn’t yours, as far as  water 

rights, why don’t you just lease that water rights and don’t worry about it cause 

you’re not having to worry about their property anyway. You’re saying it’s going 

to be sold shortly. So why not lease it to the water bank rather then send it off to 

Las Lunas 

 

FV: Keep it in our part of the valley 

 

Virginia Necochea: And you neighbors would be very appreciative 

 

(1.34.51) 

 

FVA: I’ll write that down 

 

Virginia Necochea: And we’ll personally get you the information from that you 

need on how to do that. That’s exactly how we- 

 

FVA: So we should lease it to the MRDGC that you’re already very unhappy with?  

 

Virginia Necochea: I didn’t say that you’re putting words in my mouth. If I’m 

serving on the  MRGC Community if feel that’s it’s because we have to learn how 

to work with this conservancy district that was opposed upon us in 34’, but they’re 

here to stay. That not  even the point here. If  you want that information, we  can 

get that to you. Once again, I’m trying to emphasize that we’re trying to stress to 

you, and I’m trying to say this in the politest way, is for you that we’re all tell you 

on how this is going to impact our community  

 

FVA: Years ago when the MRGC decided to dream up this water bank I didn’t like 

it at all. I went the State Engineer and said what are you going to do about this; 

You know this is not right. And they told me well we’re  watching this. We’re 
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going to see what just happens. And here we are 20 years later-what has it been 

like 20 years? And it’s a problem 

 

Virginia Necochea: You just  said something that very on point . Now you’ve said 

2 things. It’s not right and it shouldn’t have been don’t in the first place. That 

exactly  what your neighbors are telling you. That it’s not right, the selling of water 

rights and how it impacts. It’s not right cause it impact our community. And it 

shouldn’t be done in the first place because it impact our entire community. I’m 

not talking about MRGC I’m talking about this community, your neighbors. That’s 

what we’re telling you, that to directly. 

 

MV: We won’t get back, it’s permanent 

 

FVA: Do you believe that water right are pertinent to the land? 

 

Virginia Necochea: I’m not here under interrogation. I’m here as a representative 

so I’m not understanding why you’re interrogating me. We’re just sharing our 

thoughts with you. Even though thanking you for being here and we’re trying to 

offer solutions 

 

FVA: When you go to these meetings at MRGC is there any discussion at board 

meetings of ending the water bank?  

 

Virginia Necochea: I would recommend that you go to MRGC board meetings 

 

 FVA: We have. They don’t hear us 

 

Pablo Lopez: We’re starting to get off topic Does anybody have any other 

comments that would allow them to make their final points and then we’re going to 

adjourn this meeting 

 

FV: This is completely hopeless 

 

MV: Regarding- maybe this will help clear up water rights and the properties. This 

is the water rights declaration that was filed by Ms. McDermott and the list of 

property owners that (Inaudible word) the water rights as she said and her family 

members. This supports we have she said about who owns the water rights and 

who owns the land 
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Pablo Lopez: So does anybody else have any other comment they they want to say 

to… 

 

Andrea Lopez: I just want to say, from everything I heard here and from living 

here our main concern is your selling [of] the water rights is going to [negatively] 

impact the water and everything so 

 

FVA: And I have to say I’m ignorant about that because when I spoke to Santiago, 

he mentioned that. And when he explained to the State Engineer what he had said 

they said that isn’t how it works. So I don’t really know how it works. They said 

just because you sold your water rights to Las Lunas. Doesn’t mean your water 

goes to Las Lunas. So can you offer 

 

FV: I don’t have a background in this 

 

FVA: So I said would it affect any other irrigators and he said no that’s not how it 

works. But they’re not here to explain how it works 

 

Virginia Necochea: But in the application doesn’t it state that it changes the point 

of diversion? 

 

MV: Yes it does 

 

FV: That’s how it affects those of us that live-we live under is agustuda. These 

changes- the point diverting your water if  you sell it, to the different diversion 

right there at the pueblo right there at the river. That where they change the 

diversion point. So X amount of-millions of gallons of water rather than going 

down our Acequia will run down that way. So it does affect us. It does affect our 

water table . I does affect the depth of water in our ditches. Which gets lower and 

lower all the time 

 

MV:  I’m a scientist by trade and a time ago I did a set of calculations there’s as 

much ground water recharge from the ditches over the time the waters running in 

the ditch as there is that there’s coming out of the Rio Grande, uh coming out of 

the river because the boundaries, the big ditches, collect all the water that’s trying 

to go  out into the as ground water. So in affect the ditches alone are the equivalent 

as the river on ground water recharge. And then you add on top of that the amount 

that goes into the ground when you irrigate and that approximately half. If you put 

an acre foot on the land half an acre foot recharges the aquafer the other half ends 
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up through the plants and evaporation. That in itself is an impact, to me, to the 

community, the local community. The other point- 

 

FV: If we stop watering that would be an impact 

 

MV: If there’s not water on the land there’s and impact on the irrigation part. But if 

the water is still running down the ditch impact is not. Well it is, if everybody sold 

their water right the ditch wouldn’t run anymore, there wouldn’t be any recharge. 

Aren’t we about to the point where- 

 
(1:42:26) 

 

Pablo Lopez: Yeah, I was asking them to- 

 

FV: Let her say one last thing 

 

FVA: If you look at the 1935 aerial photograph of the North and South Valleys you 

see that there is a lot of farmland, a lot a lot. And Now in co=current time it’s all 

roof tops, and business, and schools and you know, it’s just urbanized. A lot of that 

water want sold; it was just abandoned. So if our cousins sell that property these 

water rights can be abandoned and they won’t be useable to anyone, they’re just 

vanish. And I don’t know if that would be useful to anyone, to  have water right 

just vanish 

 

FV: Because the vanished under my  dad’s house. We had 13 acres and now we’re 

down to 5 maybe. We owned all of Michelle Road. They were just abandoned  

 

MV?:  If we’re going to start getting into roof tops we need to think about- you sell 

the water rights who’s going-the land we’re assuming that there isn’t a water bank 

the land goes fellow who over a long time take care of that land, the weeds on it. Is 

it going to be you, is it going to be the county is it going to be the state? I think that 

has to be addressed. In all of the future steps when you remove water. And we’ve 

got problems of that already around 

FV: We already offered our cousins a chance to buy the water rights from us, you 

know who own the land, and they declined. They don’t want the water 

 

 

MV: Then lease it and get paid for it 

 

MV: You mean lease it to the water bank 
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MV: That’s something that  we didn’t know until we got here tonight 

 

MV: well look into it, so you don’t have to do anything to the land 

 

MV: at least it’s worth, I think, ten percent of the value of the land. In 10 years you 

get 100% back 

 

FV: Leases are very very cheap 

 

MV: Well we’re here to learn 

 

FV: Well we know how to irrigate it 

 

FV: Well I have… 

 

 

MV: We haven’t seen the irrigation form, do you have it? 

 

FVA: And I apologize for that  but the State Engineer supervisor who has our 

application advised us not to submit the application to you because they said we 

never heard of them, we have no evidence that you are a part of the Arenal 

Acequia, if you were you would know, are you paying them any dues, have you 

gotten any statements, I mean, they said come here tonight and figure out those 

answers and then come back to us, Kendal told us 

 

MV: Part of the state, and this is a legal document, are bylaws are a legal document 

and we have to follow those. And so I don’t 

 

FVA: We can submit one. We can go back, the State Engineers said reconvene 

with us after the meeting and then we will- 

 

MV: To follow our bylaws we can’t do anything unless you come to us the way 

our bylaws say. So how about for 48 you submit the application 

 

FVA: I imagine we could do that. And it states on there that we need to submit it to 

3 commissions but in the letter, we got there is only to 

 

MV: That’s right there is only 2 of us  
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Andrea La Cruz-Crawford: So I’ll explain, so one of their commissioners is no 

longer on the commission I’m not sure what’s the reason for that but what’s 

important is that there are only 2 commissioners so what that means is that they 

still have-the quorum that they need…. they need 2 of three commissioners to 

make a decision.  However their decision would have to be unanimous one way or 

the other for it otherwise for them to make any decision with regard to the request. 

But he’s correct that absolutely under the bylaws there is a transfer application 

form that has to be filled out so I think that 48 hours is probably a fair amount of 

time to determine- to go back to the State Engineers after this meeting to determine 

whether you think that your on the Acequia and then decide whether to submit that 

form or not 

 

FV: What can we provide to the State Engineer to show them that we- what can we 

take to them-how do I go the State Engineers 

 

FV: You can take a copy of the bylaws which I think the commission could 

provide to you. I would take the bylaws to them  

 

FV: Is that when the Acequia Association formed the bylaws? 

 

FV: No, I think the bylaws were formed before that. The bylaws are from 2007 so 

that will show that the Acequia at least goes back to the day the bylaws were 

signed and that they’ve been in fact since that date  

 
(1:49:22) 

 

FV: I have a good question for you. The 3 declarations predate the bylaws 

 

 

FV: It doesn’t matter. A declaration is prima facie evidence of the fact you hold a 

water right. It has nothing to do with whether or not that transfer is detriment to 

this Acequia and the commission and the  parciantes of the Acequia 

 

How do they know that they, I mean you say that they are on the ditch association, 

but do you have a roster or something to show that they are members? 

 

Pablo Lopez: Yeah just the map that was presented to you by Santiago. That shows 

that you’re on  that ditch. That’s where you’re receiving water. 

 

MV: There is a data base of parciantes of property owners 
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Pablo Lopez: I don’t think she’s asking that  

 

FV:-that would be handy  

 

MV: By the way there’s a-this is what Brad Lagorio has filed with the State 

Engineer regarding your application. 

 

FV: No we haven’t. Yes they have that and they still told us 

 

MV: Then they need to make a decision are you or are you not 

 

FV: But you do have a data base that shows- 

 

FV Andrea La Cruz-Crawford: I believe that the ditch maintain maintains a list-do 

you maintain a list? 

 

MV:  Of all the parciantes, yes, we do 

 

FVA: And we’re on that list? 

 

FV Andrea La Cruz-Crawford: I’m sure they can provide a copy 

 

FVA: Because we need to go back to them with something, we can’t just say that 

they said we were, ya know. Is this the map you’re talking about? 

 

MV: Yes 

 

FVA: Alright we will show them this map 

 
(1:51:18) 

 

FVA: And we send the copies of the application to the same address that was noted 

on the letter? 

 

Several: yes 

 

FVA: I think Diane wants to know do you want an application for each of the 3 

applications cause there is 3 applications in front of the State Engineer 
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Pablo Lopez: I think so yes 

 

FVA: Then one application for each of the commissioners? 

 

Andrea La Cruz-Crawford: I think that  you could probably, it would probably  be 

within reason to put them all on a single application form as long as all the water 

rights your asking to transfer are on that form and as long as you agree that it’s ok 

if the commission says well you can transfer this one but not these 2 based on 

what’s on your application form. I think that that would be fine.  

 

FV: And I would also like to ask the State Engineers to give me something that 

says that’s not the way it works, like when I asked if that would impact the 

irrigators and they said that’s not the way it works. Well 

 

FV Andrea La Cruz-Crawford: Well you have to understand there’s a separate 

process here and at the State Engineers Office. They have their process and the 

Acequias have their process. So um the process for the Acequia is in the bylaws 

and you can go through there and see exactly what the process is. And  the other 

portion of that is that they are going to have to make their determination and prove 

you  with some sort of written confirmation of what their decision is. So they will 

be using the evidence that was collected tonight along with this is why there is a 

recording device here. They’re recording to figure out the basis for their decision 

which ever way they decide to go with it 

 

Pablo Lopez: Brad? 

 

Brad: It seems like it would be very helpful, I don’t know if you folks would agree 

but to have someone like Santiago, someone in the South Valley Regional 

Acequias Association, this is an example I’m not saying you have to do this is to 

go to this meeting also with the  State Engineer and you folks. If that’s agreeable to 

you. It seems a like that would be helpful it seems like. Cause they don’t 

understand what we are. And it seems  like someone needs to be there who does 

 

MV: The former supervisor of the Albuquerque water office knew us well. 

Because we previously filed a protest. The new one probably doesn’t, and I can’t 

really say beyond that. But as Brad said I’m more than willing to go to the State 

Engineer and follow up on Brad’s request at least 

 

FVA: I’m curious, you filed a protest before. Did you go through a hearing?  
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MV: We ended up in a hearing, yes 

 

FVA: Do you remember where it was? Cause Id like to see how the State Engineer 

dealt with that 

 

MV: He dismissed our case when our attorney failed to appear 

 

FVA: In response to your suggestion, I have his contact information and we’ve 

spoken a couple of times so if- 

 

MV: So you’re open to that? 

 

FVA: If the State Engineer will have a conversation with them just by phone and it 

seems like that’s appropriate then I can contact him 

 

FV: …We can reach out to the State Engineers office to  try and set a meeting with 

all the parties present and see what other options are maybe as well. I don’t know 

what your current obligations are. If you’re already contracted to sell water rights 

out. But that is  an option as well is trying to reach out and have a communication 

that way 

 

FVA: Our purpose was never to harm the community but to keep the water alive in 

a sense, to keep watering something 

 

MV: Because our cousins aren’t going to do it. They’re going to develop the land 

and build house 

 

Pablo Lopez: Okay so you agree to the 48 hours? 

 

FV Diane McDermott: Do  you think that’s enough time? 

 

FV Kim Frasier: I have no idea  

 

Andrea La Cruz-Crawford: If you have the copy of the bylaws you can take a look 

at the application form. It should be on the back of the bylaws 

 

FV Diane McDermott: Can we make it Monday. Only because I don’t know all 

the-can we wait till Monday to provide that to you? 

 

MV: Let’s see what’s today 
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Andrea Lopez: Would that give you guys enough time to meet your deadline 

 

FV: Well we have until April 

 

FV: Well how are you going to  do the rest of the meeting? 

 

MV: I think other than trying to figure out a date we need to adjourn 

 

FV: But we need to reconvene the meeting 

 

FV Andrea La Cruz-Crawford: Under the bylaws what required is that the  meeting 

reconvenes, so it would be an extension of this meeting. And they will have to  

announce a date and time and location for the reconvened meeting to announce 

their decision on it. In the interm if we want to set some conference with the State 

Engineers office….. 

 

FV Diane McDermott: I don’t object if the commissioners would be fine with that 

 

MV: Yeah, the 21
st
 is fine, Monday 

 

Several: The 21
st
? 

 

MV: Oh I’m a week off  

 

Several: The 16
th
 

 

FV: We need to announce the date, time and location of the meeting. And then we 

need to post a notice or write in on the current notice and post it here, where it will 

be 

 

FVA:  Do we submit an application to you by the 16
th

 and we’re  going to 

reconvene another meeting? 

 

Pablo Lopez: Yes, we’re going to set a meeting on April the 1
st
, that’s a 

Wednesday evening, 6 o’clock, here.  

 

(1:58:17) 

 

MV: I personally won’t be here but that-I’m just throwing that out 
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Pablo Lopez: You’ll be missed  

 

MV: How does this affect the March 13
th
 deadline? 

 

Andrea La Cruz Crawford: It doesn’t affect the transfer proceeding. It doesn’t 

affect that deadline. The one thing I’ll just say I have not seen yet is I know you 

have mentioned the dates that the notice was published. All of the deadlines hinge 

on the date that it was published, and I would have  to sit down with a date 

calculator and punch in those dates to tell you. It says in the legal notice the 

deadline is the 13
th
. Okay so that’s coming up very quickly. There is a protest form 

if anybody want to file a protest. If you have not filed by that date you will be 

dismissed, and you will have no right to say anything in the State Engineers 

preceding. The commission will not protest the transfer in the State Engineers 

office, so that they don’t show any bias with regard to your application because 

they have a pending decision on your case right now with regard to whether 

they’re going to approve or deny your application. But the individual members of 

the Acequia can decide whether they want to file a protest if you would like the 

Acequia Association can provide just a template protest form 

 

MV: That still has to be done by the 13
th
? 

 

Andrea La Cruz-Crawford: I would just do it by that date because right now I can 

not tell you what the deadline would be. Lets just say you would get it in by that 

date just to be safe 

 

MV: There’s a form attached to the agenda. It can be filled out 

 

FV: And where do we turn that in? 

 

Andrea La Cruz-Crawford: You have to submit that to the State Engineers within 

the time in the actual notice that was published by the applicants. The instructions 

are in their notice. 

 

Virginia Necochea: Andrea, do we have to be apart of the Arenal association to file 

on of the- a protest 

 

 Andrea La Cruz-Crawford: No you do not. Anybody can protest but you have to 

establish that you have standing. So that you will be directly and substantially 

impacted  
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FV: And what does having standing mean 

 

Andrea La Cruz-Crawford: It means you’re the right person to bring. It’s a very 

complicated legal concept but basically what it means is the right person to bring a 

claim. So you can’t say ‘my cousin is getting hurt down the river so I’m filling this  

protest’. No you have to file it if it’s hurting  you, and your cousin has to file if it’s 

hurting him. That’s the way I would explain it. And you have to show that those 3 

legal criteria that are in their legal notice is um that those apply to you directly, in 

some way 

 

MV: Get the address of the State Engineers office, online it proved for district 1 

Var Wright’s(?) office 

 

Andrea La Cruz-Crawford: Right, but the commission is not taking any stance with 

regard to filing a protest. We’re just-The Acequia Association is offering blank 

template so that if anybody who wants to has the ability to do so.  

 

MV…delivered to the State Engineers office or. 

 

Andrea La Cruz-Crawford: You have to either mail it, and I think if its post 

marked that date you can fax it and then mail it, or you have to deliver it. And 

there maybe a filing fee that maybe . Usually it fairly minimal. $25  

 

FVA: Just to file a protest they do not require a fee 

 

Andrea La Cruz-Crawford: No not until you get to the hearing unit stage but I’m 

just warning people that when you get to that they usually have a hearing unit fee. 

At least at the Santa Fe office they do  

 

MV: So if I mail this on the post marked the 13
th

- 

 

Andrea La Cruz-Crawford: It should be okay. Lets see what they say in their legal 

notice, but I believe so. I’m mostly here to deal with  open meetings…. Okay so it 

says any person firm or corporations or entity having standing to file objections  

Have to do so in writing; And it has this criterion. And then it says it has to be filed 

3 copies, in triplicate. To the State Engineers office and then it has their address 

there on the legal notice and so if people want a copy of the legal notice we can 

email that along w a blank protest form so let me give my email address for that 
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purpose for anybody that want to write it down. It’s Andrea then it’s going to be at 

streeperfirm that’s s-t-r-e-e-p-e-r-f-i-r-m dot com 

 

FV: I would, only for the purpose of full information I would encourage people to 

call the State Engineers office and say if water rights are transferred is that gong to 

impact my ability to irrigate because they’re telling us they are not. Maybe they’ll 

give you an explanation about how it would not impact you 

 
(2:04:34) 

 

MV: Yeah, I don’t understand either because if half of your 3 acres goes into the 

ground water that benefits the aquafer and I don’t see you can say- 

 

 

FV: That’s if we keep irrigating. If we stop irrigation-nobody can make us keep 

irrigating  

 

MV: Oh but that’s not the argument. If you stop irrigating you stop charging that 

aquafer and it does impact 

 

FV: Why but we could stop irrigating and never transfer the water right 

 

MV: That true 

 

Virginia Necochea: And then there no point of diversion. So if you don’t sell you 

water rights then there’s no point of diversion. Right? 

 

MV: And your water rights water come down the ditch as I indicated earlier and 

recharges the aquafer even though you’re not irrigating it’s still beneficial if it 

stays here it’s detrimental if it goes away 

 

Andrea Lopez. It’s going somewhere else 

 

FV: The MRGC fills the Acequia for you, right? 

 

FV: But it was just explained that all those millions of gallons-it’s not going to 

come down, it’s going to be diverted at Isleta; it’s not going to be going down our 

ditch  

 

FVA: ...it’ll be just taken at a different location. 
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Virginia Necochea: We are connected with hydrologist and other scientists and if 

there were a professor or other hydrologists that actually explained is that 

something that we can present  

 

Andrea Le Cruz Crawford: In the State Engineers proceedings, yes 

 

Virginia Necochea: Because that continues to come up. If that was provided to you 

by a hydrologist, scientist, a water researcher of how it’s impacted is that 

something you would be willing to read and consider  

 

FVA: Of course. The thing that confusing us is that when the State Engineer says  

one thing 

 

Virginia Necochea: The State Engineer they’re not exactly hydrologist and experts 

 

FV: They do have a hydrologist  

 

Virginia Necochea: But not necessarily the person that’s talking to them, right? 

Because we’ve had situations where they’re not completely understanding and 

we’re the Acequia Association  

 

Pablo Lopez: There was a motion for adjournment, and I think this lady over here  

 

You can stay till like 8:30 

 

No there a movement for adjournment. Does anybody second? 

 

FV: I second 

 

Motion carried 

 
(2:07:35) 

 

RECONVENED MEETING APRIL 1, 2020 MINUTES 

 

1. Meeting Reconvened April 1, 2020 at 6 P.M. all commissioners were 

present. 

2. Rip Anderson called the meeting to order and made the following 

statements: 
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We are reconvening a meeting that was originally called on March 10, 2020 

concerning an application submitted to the State Engineer to transfer of water 

rights with SD Numbers 07403, 07404, and 07405 off of the Acequia Arenal to 

irrigate a property located in Los Lunas.  We are not taking any public comment at 

this time because we had closed the meeting to public comment when we moved to 

adjourn. 

 

To summarize where we left off, the Commissioners of the Acequia held an open 

meeting to allow the public to support or oppose the request. Both the applicants 

and Acequia members had a full and fair opportunity to speak and present 

evidence. The applicants’ only reason was they wanted the water to continue to be 

of  beneficial use. All of the members who spoke were against the transfer and 

continuously pointed out negative impacts were not considered by the applicants. 

It is my opinion that the water rights that the applicants seek to transfer are part of 

the Acequia Arenal. 

 

 The following is a partial list of the negative impacts of the water transfer spoken 

of during the meeting: 

 

a) The Application would not result in the continued beneficial use of those 

water rights since the move to lands in Los Lunas are already being 

irrigated with water leased from the MRGCD. 

b) The Application would permanently sever water rights from land that has 

been historically irrigated in a manner that could impact the amount of water 

available to serve other members of the Acequia Arenal as the flow of water 

is reduced at the Angostura point of diversion to account for the transfer. 

c) The Application would result in the fallowing of agricultural lands and cause 

negative impacts on property values, aesthetics, and the local culture and 

agricultural traditions of the members of the Acequia Arenal. 

d) The Application may be administered in a manner that would decrease 

surface water flow on the Acequia Arenal through drought and shortage 

management by the MRGCD.  

e) The Application could result in less recharge of the underground aquifer. 

f) The Application would decrease community participation on the Acequia 

Arenal by removing members of the Acequia. 

g) The Application would result in a decrease in surrounding property values, 

subdivision of lots or a negative impact on historical property aesthetics 

associated with the green-belt; and 

h) The Application would cause a detrimental impact on a historically and 
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culturally valuable resource that is tied directly to membership in the Acequia 

Arenal. 

Since no evidence was provided to show that this application would not cause a 

detrimental impact to the local acequia system or to the local community by the 

applicants, I move that all three of the applications be denied, and that we have 

legal counsel draft a written opinion in accordance with this decision for our 

review and provide copies to the Applicant and State Engineer of the final 

decision.  I also move that we reach out to the MRGCD or have NMAA do so to 

discuss this decision and seek their concurrence. 

 

3. Pablo Lopez made the following statements:   

 

I second your motion and feel that the application should be denied as the 

applicants did not provide evidence to show that this will not cause detriment to 

our members or would increase beneficial use of the water.  Further they never 

submitted the application form to transfer the water rights as required by our by-

laws.  With that I move to adjourn the meeting. 

 

4. Andrea La Cruz-Crawford stated that there should be a request for any 

objections.  No objections were made.   

 

5. Another member of the acequia began to ask about another matter.  Ms. La 

Cruz-Crawford stated that the notice for the meeting was only to address the 

transfer application that the commissioners had made a decision on and that 

if there were other matters she should reach out to the commissioners to see 

if they could put it on the agenda for a future meeting. 

 

 

6. Meeting Adjourned. 

 

 

 


